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Mountain Khakis® Introduces Rugged Bag Line, Expands Collections for Men and Women 

Jackson Hole-Based clothing line rises to new heights with fall fashion line.    

Mountain Khakis®, a leading mountain-inspired lifestyle apparel brand based in Jackson Hole, Wyo., 

 is launching a ready-for-adventure Rugged Bag Collection that will inspire your next outing. With simplicity 

and purpose driving the design philosophy, the Mountain Khakis bag collection features nine stylish pieces, 

constructed with 20 oz. canvas, reinforced with water-resistant waxed canvas and trimmed with thick, 

Grade-A leather for added durability.  

 

“The new bag collection is a perfect extension to our Mountain Khakis clothing line,” said Noah Robertson, 

brand co-founder and director of product design. “It merges quality craftsmanship, stylish design and 

tremendous functionality – the MK way.” 

 

Two signature pieces within the new Mountain Khakis bag collection are the Cabin Duffle and Signature Tote, 

both ruggedly refined and worthy of any adventure, with bottoms covered in durable leather that will only 

get more beautiful as the years go by. These two styles also feature removable leather-padded shoulder 

straps and interior organization panels.  The Mountain Khakis Utility Bag and Market Tote reflect an outdoor 

vibe with their recycled Sterling® climbing rope grab handles -- each one unique.  The collection rounds out 

with the MK Field Bag, MK Carry All Tote, MK Overnight Kit, MK Notebook and MK Wallet.  

 

Mountain Khakis Men’s Collection 

Indoors or out, Mountain Khakis captures fall’s polished, rugged look as the brand continues to expand its 

clothing line with the new Fall/Winter 2012 Collection. Among the highlights: 

 

Best Damn Khakis: Mountain Khakis takes its bestselling Original Mountain Pant and offers a slimmer, lower-

rise Broadway Fit. The proprietary 10.4oz cotton canvas is unmatched in durability and soft texture. The more 

they are worn, they better they perform. (Broadway Fit also available in Teton Twill Pant.) 

 

DownTown Snap Jacket: Equal parts style and performance, this insulated outerwear jacket is highly wind-

resistant, sheds water, and is filled the finest 630 fill-power white goose down and 170g polyfill insulations. 

(Also available in the Fall 2012 Women’s Collection.) 

http://www.mountainkhakis.com/
mailto:jen.taylor@mountainkhakis.com
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http://www.mountainkhakis.com/products/men/pants/original-mountain-pant-broadway-fit.cfm
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http://www.mountainkhakis.com/products/men/jackets-and-vests/ms-downtown-snap-jacket.cfm


 

Waxed Canvas Field Jacket: Mountain Khakis blends style and adventure in the new Waxed Canvas Field 

Jacket, which features the finest of materials from British Millerain Co.® Ltd. – the premier purveyor of waxed 

canvas since the 1880s. Inspired by walks through the field, this fine heirloom collection is a signature of MK’s 

Fall/Winter 2012 Collection and will be a wardrobe staple for years to come.  

 

Lodge ¼ Zip Sweater: Everyone needs a go-to sweater and this ¼ zip pullover is the perfect compromise 

between a crew and a cardigan. The zip neck is stylish, sporty and functional: versatile and easy care, with 

100% washable Merino wool that provides natural odor-control characteristics. Now that’s a guy’s best 

friend.  

 

Women’s Collection   

Designed by women for women, Mountain Khakis combines performance and luxury fabrics to create 

feminine silhouettes, perfect for nights by the fire or days on the go.  

 

Peaks Flannel Shirt: Plaid is everywhere this fall, as mountain-inspired fashion hits the city streets. Mountain 

Khakis gives women the ultimate in outdoor chic with its new Peaks Flannel. No longer do women have to 

“borrow” their boyfriends’ flannel shirts. Now you can have your own, one that is warm, soft, comfy and 

flattering. The wool-blend shirt features a hint of Lycra® for added comfort and a touch of feminine flair for 

added attitude. And don’t forget the moisture-wicking and climate-control properties—a true performer.  

(Also available in the Fall 2012 Men’s Collection.) 

 

The Amanda Sweater: Cool nights will be welcome when you get to warm up with the MK Amanda Sweater. 

The luxurious cashmere/cotton blend oxford-shirt style with drop-tail hem is both sporty and sexy and 

provides a playful twist on the sweater.   

 

Canyon Cord Skirt: This velvety cord skirt is a fall essential. Extremely versatile, it is easy to dress up or down, 

and perfectly comfortable with a touch of stretch. The playful silhouette looks great with boots.  

 

Mountain Khakis can be found at specialty outdoor retailers or at www.mountainkhakis.com. 
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